just ask l am started the first time when l did to registered at federal register because l have 
looking to sure were is the cost for patented invents .and trying looking the most less money can 
save .
I have my idea long time in thinking this idea .
I see on comment to Regulations. gov 
comments are due 07/11/2016 at 11:59 PM EdT
my have what been happening when are due to 07/11/2016 
say me will loss something important ?
I just learning many ensues very important . many Application have be filler to been past the big 
inspection all personal worked in if this invent is it good for all people needed that . also to be 
fabricated
it just letter devices electronic .l how if no yet who have this idea
and yet has invented some one ???
so I hope understand my write English. just trying thanks